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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a virtual reality training system for the lower limb rehabilitation robot, which can simulate the bike riding and en-

courage patients to join in the recovery training through the built-in competitive game. The virtual reality training is a variable speed 

active training under the constraint trajectory, and it has adapting training posture function which can provide individual riding training 

track according to the legs length of patients. The movement synchronization between the robot and virtual model is achieved by interac-

tion control strategy, and robot can change the training velocity based on the signal from feedback terrains in game. A serious game 

about bike match in forest was designed, and the user can select the training level as well as change perspective through the user interface. 

The training can be paused at any time, and the timer function could reflect the recovery of patient. 
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1. Introduction 

As aging society comes to many counties in the world, the health 

of elderly has become a focus problem [1-2]. Stroke is a common 

disease in the elderly which has a high morbidity and disability 

[3], and the rehabilitation training based on neural plasticity is 

regarded as an effective method to stroke sequela [4-6]. Tradition-

al rehabilitation need a long term one-on-one treatment which 

costs too much human resources, and it cannot maintain a stable 

intensive. Since the training process is too boring and simple, it is 

hard to attract patients and receive active cooperation. However, 

the combination of robotics and VR (Virtual Reality) could 

properly solve these problems. 

Serious game is a kind of application designed for a primary pur-

pose other than pure entertainment, and it is generally referred to 

video games based on VR technology which are commonly used 

in defense, education, scientific exploration, health care. As the 

positive effects of VR games in rehabilitation are shown by vari-

ous scientific studies [7-9], the VR applications in rehabilitation 

robots have been the focus of researchers in various countries. 

MIT-Manus is the first widely known limb rehabilitation robot 

with simple VR system, and a robot named GENTLE/s with virtu-

al interaction scenes was designed by University of Reading [10-

11]. A 6-DOF (Degree Of Freedom) rehabilitation robot with VR 

function was developed by Osaka University [12]. A VR-based 

rehabilitation robot was developed by Tianjin University of Tech-

nology, which could make the training process visual and interac-

tive [13]. 

This paper present a VR training system based on a lower limb 

rehabilitation robot, and it is shown as follow: Part II is the intro-

duction of the rehabilitation robot and the sensors. In part III, the 

design of VR training system is presented. Part IV is the build 

process of VR game scenes and game functions. The experiment 

data of VR training is shown in the last part V. 

2. Application device 

2.1. Lower limb rehabilitation robot  

The appearance of LLRR (Lower Limb Rehabilitation Robot) is 

shown in Fig. 1. LLRR was designed as a modular structure, and it 

consist of the left machine leg, the right machine leg, the separable 

chair and the electric box. 

 

Fig. 1: Lower limb rehabilitation robot 
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Each machine leg owns 3-DOF and contains hip joint, knee joint 

and ankle joint. The machine leg could be divided into the thigh 

part and the shank part, and the length of each part could be 

changed electronically to meet the various legs length of patients 

from 1.5m to 1.9m. To satisfy the different shapes of patients, the 

width between two legs could be adjusted automatically. A sepa-

rable chair used for sitting/lying training and patients transfer was 

designed. LLRR could realize active training, passive training, 

teaching training, VR (Virtual Reality) training and others. 

2.2. Necessary sensor element  

The torque and pressure sensors equipped on LLRR are shown in 

Fig. 2. Four torque sensors are installed in hip and knee joints 

which could receive torque data constantly from the joints. The 

joint torque data is the necessary judgment of the active training 

and the VR training. Foot pressure data, which is collected by 

sensors equipped in the foot pedal, could transform into the accel-

eration factor used for controlling training velocity of machine 

legs terminal. 

 

Fig. 2: Necessary sensor element 

3. Virtual reality training system 

To cooperate with the VR software and simulate the riding body 

feeling, a VR training system was designed. VR training is an 

improved kind of active training, it includes robot control, adapt-

ing training posture and interaction control strategy. The robot 

control is similar to the normal active training, which has been 

studied in paper [14]. 

3.1. Design of adapting training posture function 

Based on the research of bike mechanism and riding body posture, 

as shown in Fig. 3, adapting posture function was built. 

 

Fig. 3: Riding body posture 

The function can provide individual terminal trajectory according 

to the different legs length of patients. Based on alternative tracks 

in workspace, it could select suitable track for patients which 

could make training closer to real bike riding (Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4: Calculated circular trajectory 

3.2. Interaction control strategy 

Interaction control strategy is a necessary link between the robot 

and the VR software, and it mainly contains the model synchroni-

zation and feedback terrains. The strategy block diagram of inter-

action control is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5: Interaction control strategy 

Comparing the sensors data with calculated data, the patient 

movement intention data could be determined. The torque inten-

tion is defined as the judge factor, and the robot will begin to run 

with default terminal velocity when judge factor exceeds the pre-

set threshold. The pressure intention works as an acceleration 

factor when it exceeds the threshold, and there is a linear relation-

ship between the factor and the value added on default velocity. 

Final terminal velocity is used for LLRR control, and it is sent to 

VR software for model action synchronization. Meanwhile, there 

are some different feedback terrains set up in the VR riding game, 

such as hill and obstacle road. When the virtual character model in 

those terrains upon, the robot will receive the feedback signal 

from the VR software and then change the machine legs running 

speed depending on different conditions. 

4. Virtual reality software design 

4.1. Virtual scene bulid  

Based on the game development engine Unity3D, the VR riding 

game was built. The planning of the virtual scene not only meets 

the requirements of exercise intensity for rehabilitation training, 

but also could stimulate the nervous system of the patients and has 

a good influence on psychological of patients. This scene properly 

meets the outdoors walking desire of the patient with walking 

problems. 

An outdoor riding match scene with green background tone and 

plenty sunlight is shown in Fig. 6, and it could provide a relaxing 

virtual environment for patients. 

 

Fig. 6: Match scene in game 
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Riding game has 4 character models, except one controlled by the 

patient, 3 models are NPC (Non-Player Character) with different 

actions controlled by the computer. Multi-characters could avoid 

loneliness, while match training has properly entertainment and 

competitiveness. 

The whole road is about 600 meters, a single match will take 2 or 

3 minutes. There are 2 obstacle areas and a hill on the road, and 

the stimulus strength of training could be changed when the model 

goes through these areas. 

4.2. Game function design 

VR game software cannot run without scripts, and each compo-

nent or model in the game need a relative script at least. The main 

scripts are shown as follows. 

1) User Interface: Used for game start, level select, soft-

ware close and other buttons.  

2) Model synchronization: Control the virtual legs move 

same as the real legs based on robot terminal velocity. 

3) Model movement: According to terminal velocity, cal-

culate speed and control model move forward along straight road.  

4) NPC action: Control models run in preset parameters 

when game start, and NPC could run in 4 levels speed based on 

the difficulty choice in the title screen. 

5) Feedback trigger: Constantly monitor positions of 4 

models, if a model enter the feedback areas it will send signal to 

robot until the model leave areas. 

6) Signal I/O: Build temp files used for writing and loading 

signal by robot and software.  

7) Pause and timer: Game and robot could be paused at any 

time when training start, it could also record the time since the 

game start. 

8) Camera: Game screen could be switched between the 

first-person perspective and the third-person perspective when the 

game start (Fig.7). 

 

Fig. 7: First-person perspective 

The connections between scripts and models were built, and 

scripts working condition in the simple scene was tested as shown 

in Fig. 8. After debugging, all components were imported into the 

completed scene. 

 

Fig. 8: Function test 

5. Virtual reality training experiment  

5.1. Model synchronization test 

The movements of machine legs and virtual legs were recorded 

through the video. Due to the deflection between the training pos-

ture and the real riding posture, the movements are not exactly 

same as shown in Fig. 9. But the time costs of both legs reaching 

the lowest point in their own circle track are same, the synchroni-

zation between the robot and the model is properly achieved. 

 

Fig. 9: Screenshot of synchronization test 

5.2. Feedback terrains test 

The sensors data is set as a fixed value, and the robot terminal 

velocity is recorded when the model goes through the feedback 

terrains in the game. The recording data was transformed into a 

graph shown in Fig. 10. The result shows that the patient need to 

pay more efforts or reduce the training speed when the character 

model goes into the difficult feedback areas, and the opposite 

effect will occur in easy areas. 

 

Fig. 10: Feedback terrains test 

6. Conclusion 

Based on the lower limb rehabilitation robot, a virtual reality train-

ing system with competitive game was designed, which could 

simulate the bike riding and encourage patients to join in the re-

covery training. It can realize movement synchronization between 

the robot legs and the virtual model, and the robot can vary termi-

nal velocity according to the signal of feedback terrains in the 

game. The system can select the suitable training trajectory based 

on the legs length of patients before training, and the training can 

be paused by patients or doctors at any time while training. Doc-

tors could switch VR training difficulty according to the recovery 

of patients, and the recovery could be reflected through the timer 

function. 
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